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Factors Affecting the Search 

Before a new position is created or any vacancy is filled, consider several organizational factors to help ensure the 
search will be successful and the person being hired will also be successful.   
 

 Why did this position become vacant?  Were there University issues that prompted the vacancy (change of 
leadership, change of work requirements, frequent turnover)? 
 

 What would happen if this position were not filled? Impact to students? Impact to operations? 
 

 Could this be a part-time or temporary position, etc.? 
 

 Should there be an interim or acting appointment made before a regular search? 
 

 What changes have occurred with this position over time such as new or different duties, increases in 
responsibility, etc.? 

  
 Are the title, duties and compensation still accurate for this position? 

     
 What has changed in the department? 

 
 What has changed in the general workplace or in society that influences how this position works (changes 

in technology, computer & security requirements, labor shortage in this discipline/field, change in legal 
requirements, etc.)?   

 
 What University initiatives, goals or strategic aims are affected by or could be affected by this position?  

 
 Are there diversity considerations for this position? 

 
 What unique characteristics did the past incumbent have that are likely not to be replaced, and how might 

these considerations identify organization fit considerations? 
 

 Are there internal candidates that can be promoted or trained for this opportunity without a regular search? 
 

 Could there be an internal search only? 
 

 Is there an affirmative action plan or other employment strategy the University has that impacts how the 
recruitment is conducted? 

 
 Should we consider waiting six months before filling position to review and analyze whether the work can 

be eliminated, reshaped, absorbed or reorganized? 
 

 Is there a sufficient budget to conduct a successful search (advertising, recruiting and travel budgets)? 
 
 


